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RETAIL
a teacher, they have to have a degree in
music," she said. "They have to have five
years' minimum experience teaching in a
structured situation. They can't just say,
'Oh, I taught somebody in my basement.'
And they have to be playing professionally."
The lessons program receives numerous
word-of-mouth referrals due to the quality of the instruction and thrives, in part,
because students don't have to make a big
financial outlay.
"The only commitment the student has
is a security deposit of o.ne lesson," Oster
said. "We have one day's cancellation notice,
or they have to pay for the time reserved.
They pay for each lesson as they take it.
They're only committing to one lesson at a
time, although the majority of our students
do take [lessons] for quite a long time."
Students who prepay for a 12-lesson "pack"
get a la-percent discount.

they're coming in to buy it," she explained. and then again, to a used-equipment store.
In the end, Oster attributes her success "He was a great businessman, because he
not so much to anyone specific action, but saw opportunities and took advantage of
to constant vigilance toward what's going them," said Oster. "There are lots of people
on - changing technology, shifts in the who don't see the opportunities, and then
marketplace and evolving customer de- there are people who see the opportunities
mands. It's a philosophy she learned from but don't do anything about it. The great
her father, who morphed his business from business people are the ones who see the
a driving school to an insurance agency opportunities and act on them." MI

ONLINE EVOLUTION

O

n fliers, Oster often highlights the instructors' resumes, and she promotes
the lessons mostly through her website and
social media. The company first launched its
site in 1996, an early entry that Oster said
keeps the store high up in Google searches.
The fact that the Guitar Stop site has more
than 500 pages doesn't hurt search-engine
rankings either. "We change the site daily if
something comes in," she said. "If something
goes out, we update it." Oster doesn't take
search-engine rankings for granted, and makes
sure the site incorporates strong keywords,
a title for each page, a site map and other
characteristics that keep the shop near the top.
Oster says she's able to price her merchandise competitively with other online
vendors, though she's felt the bite of Amazon, especially in replacement parts such
as pickups, pots, screws and pickguards.
Shops selling on Amazon now come up
ahead of Guitar Stop in web searches for
those items. Oster opts not to sell on the
site. "Before [Amazon began selling music
gear] we were shipping out 30 percent of
our monthly gross," Oster said. "And now
we're shipping out, maybe, 2 percent." But
she added that her gross annual income
increases every year, and she attributed
that growth partly to the Web. "People are
finding my site and my gear on the net, but
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